Checking the Amount of Electricity Sold in Photovoltaic (PV) Systems

The amount of electricity sold and purchased in PV systems can be measured and displayed - allowing the verification of the systems on the spot.

**Highlights**
- The 3197 Power Quality Analyzer can measure the amount of electricity sold and purchased simultaneously. The data allows you to confirm that the PV system works normally. A demand graph is displayed.
- The 3197 can measure output of the power conditioner and display voltage and frequency changes. The data can be used to check the operation of relays.
- Demand and change graphs displayed in color on the screen of the 3197 allow you to check the operation of the PV system on the spot.

Products used

**POWER QUALITY ANALYZER 3197**

CLAMP ON SENSOR 9661(φ46mm, 500A AC)

* Depends on facts/estimates below, please select a suitable clamp-on sensor.
  * Type/Diameter of measured cable
  * Value of measured current
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